The correlation between clinical radiological outcome and contact state of implant and femur using three-dimensional templating software in cementless total hip arthroplasty.
Initial fixation is a key factor in the success of cementless THA using a tapered wedge stem. The purpose of this study was to use three-dimensional templating software to examine the correlation between quantitative contact state and important clinical radiological outcomes, specifically stem subsidence, stress shielding, and cortical hypertrophy. We conducted a retrospective consecutive review of 75 hips in 70 patients over a minimum 3-year follow-up period. X-rays and CT scans were investigated to assess preoperative planning, quantify the contact state of implant and femur, and assess stem alignment, stem subsidence, stress shielding, and cortical hypertrophy. We evaluated the correlation between radiological outcomes and three-dimensional quantitative contact state according to Gruen Zone in each Dorr classification. Density mapping indicated that stem subsidence increased postoperatively if the stem had less cortical contact in the middle to distal portion of the implant in terms of initial fixation. Cases having too much cortical contact in the distal portion of the implant tended to have increased stress shielding. We found no correlation between cortical hypertrophy and the contact state of implant and femur. Density mapping with three-dimensional templating software can be useful in predicting stem subsidence and stress shielding following cementless THA with a tapered wedge stem. Further analysis is required to accurately depict the correlation between cortical hypertrophy and the contact state.